
Imagine a world where we
knew ourselves inside out.  

A world in which we weren’t afraid to look within
because we knew there were no monsters lurking
there.

A world where we took control of 
our destinies because we were 
the one in charge of driving our 
life and achievements. 
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We discover we are our own best
asset.

Bron made a complex subject really easy to follow and interact with,
the flow works very well and was extremely engaging. 
The Hatchery, Australia.

 

Bron presented at my work and it was one of the best seminars I have
been to. Bron, in my opinion, is one of the most in-tune and insightful
public speakers and champion for real change that I have ever listened
to. She presented to almost 200 people at my work and created a lot of
buzz.
John Kulper, Auditor, Author

When we take charge of our inner worlds, 
we discover the superpowers that lie within.

Superpowers which, regardless of what is
happening around us, give us confidence in
knowing where we are going and what we are
achieving. 

BRON WILLIAMS

We realise we are
superheroes in
disguise.
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Through sharing her own experiences and stories, Bron’s
presentation was both authentic and relatable to the audience
James Oxenham, CEO, HRIA. 

Bron gave a presentation to my organization and there was nothing but
praises and amazement. She left the group wanting for more. 
Vandana Khanna, Digital Finance Executive, Unilever, USA.

I would highly recommend Bron's presentation to others. She's an
engaging speaker, and she made it clear that when people put in the
effort to change then the culture in a workplace can change.
Nisrine Mogharbel, Assistant Director, DAWE.



Bron Williams  
Bron Williams takes her varied experience across the fields
of education and non-profit, including leading a school,
running a Salvation Army welfare centre and church, and
working with asylum seekers on Nauru, and fuses it with the
insight she has gained into how people think, relate and
make decisions. 

An experienced speaker, having worked with corporates
(like Unilever) and peak sporting bodies – such as Tennis
Australia – as well as government departments (local, state
and federal) and small business, Bron is a gifted storyteller,
with the ability to take complex ideas and present them to
her audiences as readily understandable concepts. Bron
both holds her audiences spellbound and engages with
them in a warm and lively manner. 



BRON WILLIAMS

Keynote Presentation:
Superheroes in Disguise
Bron's audiences know there is more to them than meets the eye.

In this presentation, Bron helps her audience discover they are the
champions they’ve been looking for, to confidently know they are their 
own best asset, and to realise that they truly are the superheroes of 
their own lives.

Main Takeaways

Identifying the biases that lurk beneath the surface of our
conscious thought, 
Cherishing our needs and ensuring that they are met before we try
to meet the needs of others, 
Developing the art of self-reflection with courage and honesty, and 
Shaping our lives by the values that are meaningful to us.

We can uncover what drives our decision-making, relationships and
goal setting by:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Formats
45 minute inspirational keynote
60 minute presentation including 15 minute Q&A
Virtual, Corporate and Conference Stage



Bron Williams is a dynamic
and inspiring speaker.She is
genuine, authentic and
someone you just can't help
but want to surround yourself
with! A true inspiration!
Lindsay Adamson l Singer l Songwriter
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Why work with Bron

Experienced Speaker

Specialist in the Field Backed by Research 

Knowledge + Lived Experience

Beginning in 2022, Bron is
undertaking doctoral studies
at Charles Sturt University,
focusing on the relationship
between bias and shame.

With extensive experience in the
education and not-for-profit
sectors - ranging from working
with children with special needs,
through running a school, to
managing a Salvation Army
welfare centre and church - Bron
has over 30 years experience in
the public speaking space. 

Since 2016, Bron has worked
consistently to bring insight into
the impact narratives,
backstories and biases have on
relationships and how people
make decisions. 

Bron began her journey of working with
personal bias in 2012 when, working with
asylum seekers on the Pacific island of
Nauru, she was confronted with her own
racism and white privilege. Her
presentations draw on research by Harvard
Business Review, McKinsey, Forbes and
University of Pennsylvania.
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Bron's an engaging speaker, and she made
it clear that when people put in the effort to
change then the culture in a workplace can
change.
Nisrine Mogharbel, l Assistant Director l CALD
Network l DAWE

 

Bron brings a wealth of experience,
qualifications, wisdom and insight to create a
rich, innovative and productive environment
where people thrive, significant goals are
accomplished and visions become reality. 
Belinda Cowie l Founder and Director l The I Matter
Foundation

 

Bron’s knowledge of diversity combined with
people and communication skills has made our
journey to better understanding a smooth one.
Lisa Dalla-Zuanna, l State Manager l Salvation Army
Housing

Bron's approach brought a new perspective
to my life and business.
Jennifer Markle Dumnich l Professional Speaker,
Author l Personal Trainer

 

Bron brought great insights in the session,
how we can become better leaders and
individuals by being aware and better at
managing our biases. 
Reshma Devi l ISACA Board Member

 

Bron sheds light on how different biases can
influence you as an individual, but most
significantly how individual bias can damage
a company. 
Corrina Lindby l Founder l The Answer is Yes

 

Bron provided a passionate and
engagining presentation. It was 
eye-opening and made us think about
our views and perspectives.
Brad Slowrink l Melbourne Park Rotary  

Virtual Delivery
TESTIMONIALS

General Delivery Peers

Bron gave an inspirational keynote speech
to our AGM. Our members praised her
content and delivery. Her speech reminded
us that we should continue to take time to
interrogate our own biases and ensure our
advocacy is inclusive. Bron set the scene for
an engaging Governance Summit. 
Jacqueline Graham l President l BPW Australia
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jennifer-markle-dumnich/


Contact Bron Williams:

Speaker Reel: https://youtu.be/PsBecnjRo0Q 

Based in Melbourne, Australia
Delivering Nationally & Globally, Virtually & In-Person

Mobile: +61 (0) 416 328 879
Email: info@bronwilliams.com 

      https://www.linkedin.com/in/bron-williams/       
      https://twitter.com/Br0nz18

 'I Have Seen The Moon', Bron's reflection on her
experience of working in the off-shore processing
centre on Nauru, is available from Amazon. 

 

https://youtu.be/PsBecnjRo0Q
http://www.linkedin.com/in/women-courageous-conversations
https://twitter.com/Br0nz18
https://www.amazon.com.au/Have-Seen-Moon-Reflections-Nauru/dp/1542468558/

